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ANALYSIS

China Debates: Russia’s war on Ukraine is a headache for China

By Thomas des Garets Geddes

Few experts in China believed that Russia would launch a full-scale invasion of Ukraine. Washington's recent warnings were largely dismissed as anti-Russian propaganda. So, when Russia did launch its all-out attack, Chinese experts were at least as stunned as many Europeans. However, unlike in the West, widespread condemnation did not follow. While Beijing's censorship apparatus certainly played a part in this, reactions in China have been more divided than in the West. Broadly speaking, there are the apologists – pro-Russian, anti-American and more prone to warmongering – and the moderates – more critical of the Russian regime and more averse to violence. Both camps, however, generally agree that the West is at least partly to blame for the outbreak of the war, and both do not question (at least not publicly) the importance of preserving strong Sino-Russian ties.

Neglecting Russia's security concerns

Chinese apologists and moderates have long criticized NATO and the European Union for their perceived aggressive eastward expansion. This, they argue, has been carried out without sufficient regard for Moscow's national security interests and was bound to result in conflict. Both sides express some sympathy towards Russia's grievances. Like China, Russia has seen its geopolitical space gradually constrained (地缘政治空间的挤压) by the West. It, too, has had to suffer criticism and lecturing by the western world. Russian resentment should have been better addressed, they say.

The apologists and the moderates

But apologists go a step further. They argue that Russia had no choice but to take up arms. Commenting on Putin's decision to invade Ukraine, Shen Yi, a professor at Fudan University, writes that Russia had been cornered and had no alternative other than to fight back (必须绝地反击). Such views are common in China and are not just the product of Beijing's propaganda machine. More bellicose tendencies are also discernible among some apologists and lay commentators who have called on Beijing to learn from the Russo-Ukrainian conflict. They want China to use similar tactics to settle its disputes over Taiwan and the South China Sea.

On the opposite side of the spectrum are those who have denounced Putin's recent moves and expressed their support for the Ukrainian people. But such overt comments are tracked by China's censors and thus remain rare. More common are the occasional jabs at, and palpable irritation with, Moscow's tendency towards "adventurism", "strongman politics" and "zero-sum thinking". Russia is "reluctant to accept the reality that its international status is declining", write Han Lu and Liu Feitao from the China Institute of International Studies (CIIS).
Apolologists, moderates and what the Russo-Ukrainian war might entail for China
Selected quotes by Chinese experts commenting on the recent invasion of Ukraine

Wang Yiwei
Director of the Institute of International Affairs, Renmin University of China

"The direction taken by the crisis in Ukraine is due to the US and other Western countries not respecting Russia's legitimate [national] security concerns. This has left Russia with no other choice than to carry out the most drastic response measures."

Zheng Yongnian
Chairman of the Academic Council at the School of Public Policy, South China University of Technology

"With his full-scale war in Ukraine, Putin has shocked Europe, shocked the United States and shocked the world ... This is set to slow down significantly the US's strategic shift from Europe to the Indo-Pacific region ... The geopolitical scales are once again tilted in favor of China."

Wang Xiaquan
Researcher at the Institute of Russian, Eastern European and Central Asian Studies, Chinese Academy of Social Sciences (CASS)

"Over the years, Russia has had to adapt to Western sanctions. Their impact has been limited. This time, Russia is likely to have a contingency plan already in place and is probably willing to pay a certain economic price for the sake of its security interests."

Li Qingsi
Professor at China's University of International Relations

"If the situation in Ukraine continues to escalate, not only Ukraine, but also European countries will face crippling consequences ... From a broader perspective, US-Russia relations will continue to deteriorate, and EU-Russia relations will be severely impacted. All of this will trigger global instability."

Bian Yongzu
Visiting Researcher at the Center for International Security and Strategy (CISS), Tsinghua University

"If Europe ends up uniting with the U.S. on the issue of pressuring China [vis à vis Ukraine], China will be faced with a very difficult dilemma."

"We strongly oppose the war launched by Russia against Ukraine. No matter how many reasons or excuses Russia may have, invading a sovereign state by force is a violation of the UN Charter’s norms of international relations ... We strongly support the actions of the Ukrainian people in defense of their country."

Source: MERICS
Beijing’s conundrum

Moscow is evidently an awkward partner for Beijing and many moderates worry about the impact the relationship will have on China’s international reputation. Even some apologists believe that Russia’s invasion of Ukraine was a strategic mistake. So far, however, no one in China has dared call on their government to distance itself from Moscow. Many, like Cao Wei, a professor at China’s University of International Relations, are aware that “the foundations of this seemingly good relationship may not be as strong as they first appear.” Beijing is now taking extra care not to damage them. After all, as Zhang Hong, a researcher at the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences (CASS), writes, “You can change friends, not neighbours. China and Russia as neighbouring countries have to get along”.

According to many of these analysts, Russia remains the only “pole” in China’s ideal multipolar world that can both act as a counterbalance to the US and side with Beijing when required. Other potential “poles” such as India or Japan have already shifted too far westwards, they say. Still, the Chinese remain hopeful that the EU’s pursuit of strategic autonomy could help curb the influence of the US and become a "breakthrough point for China’s diplomacy" (中国外交的突破点). So, as one professor from Nanjing University recently remarked, the Russo-Ukrainian war has created a new conundrum for Beijing — how to preserve its ties with Moscow without damaging its relations with the EU. The longer and deadlier the war in Ukraine becomes, the more of a headache this will be for Beijing.

Read more:

- Wang Yiwei interviewed by the China Times [CN]: Xi and Putin speak on Ukraine – Experts warn: The West is going out of its way to sow discord in China-Russia ties (Quote 1)
- Opinion piece by Zheng Yongnian [CN]: Ukraine war shakes two main narratives, but many people misunderstand China’s role (Quote 2)
- Wang Xiaoquan interviewed by China News Service [CN]: Did NATO "abandon" Ukraine? Expert: its "sanctioning Russia" strategy is lax and falling apart (Quote 3)
- Opinion piece by Li Qingsi [CN]: Settlement of Ukraine issue must ultimately return to peace track (Quote 4)
- Bian Yongzu interviewed by Sputnik [CN]: Expert: The situation in Ukraine will have little impact on China’s economy – Sino-Russian trade will increasingly use local currencies to conduct business (Quote 5)
- Sun Jiang, Wang Lixin, Xu Guoqi, Zhong Weimin and Chen Yan [CN]: Our stand on Russia’s invasion of Ukraine (Quote 6)
That’s the rough value of seven infrastructure projects that France and China agreed to jointly pursue under a new third-party market cooperation. The first intergovernmental mechanism of this kind established by China, the initiative was discussed by Presidents Emmanuel Macron and Xi Jinping during a call on February 16. The details remain unclear, but China’s National Development and Reform Commission stated the projects would be located in Africa, Southeast Asia, and Central and Eastern Europe – and include infrastructure and green investments.

The amount seems modest when compared to EU plans to invest EUR 300 billion in the Global Gateway initiative. With the EU promoting its initiative at EU-African Union Summit and EU-Indo-Pacific Forum, the timing of France’s bilateral move seems unfortunate. But the EU should not exclude developmental cooperation with China if its standards are respected.

Read more:
- Global Construction Review: [France, China team up on infrastructure projects worth $1.7bn](#)
- DW: [France and China link up in global infrastructure projects](#)

**EU-Indo-Pacific Forum with China as the elephant in the room**

EU27 foreign ministers and 30 of their counterparts from the Indo-Pacific region gathered for the EU-Indo-Pacific Forum in Paris on February 22. While relations with China were not officially on the agenda, the forum’s outcome suggests EU-China tensions in the region could rise further.

What you need to know:
- **EU only**: Neither Chinese nor American representatives were invited. The forum is another example of the EU diversifying its global relations, already flagged by last year’s EU announcements of the Indo-Pacific Strategy and Global Gateway initiative.
- **Agenda**: Dedicated roundtables tackled three themes: security and defense, connectivity and digital, and global issues like climate challenges and health crises. The first two issues, in particular, have implications for China.
- **Defense**: The participants reaffirmed their support for a rules-based international order, highlighting freedom of navigation under the United Nations Convention on
the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS). The EU also announced plans to develop bilateral defense relations with Indo-Pacific partners, expand its maritime presence in the northwest Indian Ocean, and increase naval deployments and joint exercises in the Indo-Pacific region.

- **Connectivity and digital**: Like at the EU-African Union summit a week earlier, the EU promoted its Global Gateway initiative as a focused, sustainable and transparent approach to infrastructure investment (though it did not announce any new GG investment schemes or projects). The EU also promoted its digital regulation, including its 5G toolbox, developed largely in response to uneasiness about Chinese telecommunication providers.

**Quick take:** The EU’s expanding engagement with Indo-Pacific partners on transparent connectivity and human-centric digital policies is not in China’s interest. But the EU’s ambition to expand defense cooperation with Indo-Pacific partners is likely to have stirred the most attention in Beijing. French and German maritime operations in the region have already caused diplomatic tensions with Beijing – and now they may become more frequent. While the EU is geographically distant and its ability to project hard power in the Indo-Pacific still limited, Beijing will surely be more mindful of the bloc’s defense partnerships after its historic decision to provide lethal military equipment in support of Ukraine.

**Read more:**
- EEAS: [Ministerial Forum for Cooperation in the Indo-Pacific](#)
- ECFR: [Will and intent: The Paris ministerial forum on the Indo-Pacific](#)
- MERICS [Podcast]: [Helena Legarda on the EU security in the Indo-Pacific](#)

**EU assesses its strategic dependency on China**

The European Commission on February 23 released an updated report on European strategic dependencies – China featured prominently. The update followed last year’s EU Industrial Strategy, which identified 137 products and five sectors in which dependencies were of particular concern.

**What you need to know:**
- **Concerns**: The update informs on what has been done on the previously studied sectors while providing six new points of focus: rare earths and magnesium, chemicals, solar panels, cybersecurity, and IT software. China is clearly the main driver of concern, being referenced 73 times throughout the document (well ahead of the following two actors - the US with 29 references and Japan with 8). The EU is particularly concerned about its dependence on Chinese exports of rare earths, magnesium, and photovoltaic panels (PVs). China leads global production in these industries.

- **Rare earths and magnesium**: China accounts for 89 percent of global magnesium production – the EU effectively produces none. China also makes up 93 percent of
the global production of permanent magnets made of rare earths. A challenge is also the processing of the rare earths: China is home to a high proportion of refining capacity after this highly polluting industry moved from Japan to China in the 1980s in search of lower costs and looser regulation. China’s rare earths sector also benefits from government subsidies and preferential policies.

- **Photovoltaic panels**: The EU is dependent on China in the upstream sections of the supply chain for PV panels, with the country accounting for 63 percent of EU imports in 2019. China’s position in global supply chain is so strong that the Commission’s report suggested that effective diversification away from manufacturers there may no longer be feasible.

- **Cybersecurity**: The EU is well ahead of China in cybersecurity research. But it lags behind China (and the US) in developing new technologies, with a significantly lower number of cyber security-related patents awarded to European players. This is caused by the EU’s market fragmentation and slower implementation of new tech and could result in a dependency on imports of key technologies used in protecting critical infrastructure.

**Quick take**: China appears through the report as central to the EU’s thinking about economic security. The “weaponization” of strategic dependencies by Beijing, demonstrated on an unprecedented scale towards Lithuania over the past months, has anything but strengthened a trend already clear in the 2021 report. The long list of proactive actions taken by the EU and member states since last year demonstrates a change of paradigm on both dependency and industrial policy. And the events in Ukraine are only likely to accelerate it. China, the actor likely the most affected by those industrial ambitions, has yet to provide an official stance towards the EU’s efforts. Being subject of an increasing number of the EU trade defense sanctions, it seems the Sino-European trade relations are set for another bumpy year.

**Read more:**

- European Commission: [Commission presents an updated in-depth review of Europe’s strategic dependencies](#)
- DW: [France and China link up in global infrastructure projects](#)
SHORT TAKES

Minister Wang Yi spoke with his Ukrainian counterpart Dmytro Kuleba about evacuation of Chinese nationals from Ukraine. Polish authorities granted Chinese citizens evacuating from Ukraine a 15-day transit period without need for a Schengen visa.

- MFA of the People’s Republic of China: Wang Yi Speaks with Ukrainian Foreign Minister Dmytro Kuleba on the Phone
- Twitter: Tomasz Sajewicz

The EU-China summit is still expected to take place on April 1. The two sides are expected to discuss sanctions exchanged by both sides and Russia’s invasion of Ukraine.

- SCMP: Ukraine war and sanctions tipped to top China-EU summit agenda

EU High Representative Josep Borrell and Chinese Minister of Foreign Affairs Wang Yi talked by phone on February 25. The European side highlighted that Borrell had called on Beijing to influence Moscow amid its invasion of Ukraine, while the Chinese side said Wang addressed the ongoing China-Lithuania spat.

- EEAS: Foreign Affairs Council: Press remarks by High Representative/Vice-President Josep Borrell upon arrival
- MFA of the People’s Republic of China: Wang Yi Speaks with High Representative of the EU for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy Josep Borrell Fontelles on the Phone

Russia will not be able to substitute its gas exports to the EU market with an increase of exports to China in the short term. The EU currently receives 83 percent of Gazprom’s gas exports, writes Alicia Garcia-Herrero.

- Asia Times: China’s economic support for Russia is not a panacea

Chinese financial institutions appear to be abiding by the sanctions against Russia. Several state-controlled banks are reportedly limiting the financing of purchases of Russian raw materials.

- Reuters: China so far not helping Russia evade Western sanctions-U.S. official
- France24: Chinese banks limit financing for Russian purchases

Chinese electric-vehicles industry supplier Baolong is set to build a EUR 14.1 million plant in Hungary with the financial participation of the Hungarian government.

- AboutHungary.hu: Foreign Minister: Baolong to build HUF 5 billion plant in Szigtenszentmiklós